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The Techncplogy of Teaching and
the Psychology of Learning

t Is obvious that there are more teachers in this world than there are
psychologists, especially psychologists concerned with learning Just-
as obviously, teachers were around and some learning was achieved
before the first psychologist took any interest in tbe'subiect (about
1880) We might point out, too, that many babies were born before
the first obstetrician hung out his* shingle Thus teachers can get
along without the advice of psychologists just as mothers can deliver
without the attention of obstetricians Nevertheless, both mothers,
and teachers need a little help in special cases.

Teaching is a technology and the psychology of learning is a sci-
ence Teachers are to psychologists as engineers are to physicists.
Physicists do not build bridges, engineers do Long before engineers
arrived on the scene, bridges were built by barbarians who didn't
want to get' wet But barbarians couldn't build the Golden Gate
bridgenot even4e Brooklyn bridge Physics as a science had to be
develos4c1 first. In the same manner, if humanity's full potential for
learning is to be realized, psychologists will need to develop their
science and teachers will have to make use of A In, learning, we are
less than ,a century beyond the barbarians

When we get a psychology of learning that is far better developed
than the one we have, we may also be able to teach more and faster

'lot clarity and economy we use the masculine form of pronouns throug.hout this
fastback when no specific gender is implied While we recognize the trend away from
this practice we see no graceful alternative We hope the reader will impute no sexist
motives certainly no sexism is intended The Editors
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and _many more learners Our present psychology of learning is
not of much help to p'arents, (the first tel,chers) or to teachers in the
schools We must recogniZt, however, that evert with a complete
psychology of learning'we'rryght be unable to improve on teaching
if education Continues to be a_roass erner'pri?e, supported by'nfxes
from reluctant citizenwwhile large and impersonal social forces
dominate the operation

I
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The Technology of TeachingPrograms and Rewards,

Another truth must be faced immediately, The technology of
teaching can be great altered, perhaps bettered, without any im-
provement in ou'r understandhig of the learning process Thus, B F
Skinner has been able to produce a book, The TechnologyotTeath-
mg, which describes how individual students can greatly improve
their skills and scores on tests withotmworrying,about the psychol-
ogy of learning The simple fact that we can change someone's be-
havior. making him more knowledgeable or skillful, does not mean
that we know how the person learned or What learning is., .

Skinner's technique is to prepare a program (a detailed syllabus
of a course, in question form, wherein each question builds on the
answer to the question before it) Such a program requires that the
teacher knowkhat he wants the learner to say or do when he finishes
the program Tf the teacher's desire is to have someone go through
the steps of solving a problem in square root, a program can be de-
signed to a complish'\this. Butand this is a most important butthe
teacher m st knowelactly what he wants. Note that we are not con-
cerned with what the student wants In some cases the student may
want the same thing s his teacher,,but the student's goals are not
considered in the des gn of the program

I
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The Problem of:Motivation
,

When Skinner worked with rats or pigeons, he decidtd *Fiat he
wanted the animals to do anchatranged conditions in Such a way that

- the anonals did it Skinner analyzed every stepm a particular chain of
behaviors that led to the desired activity He knew the location (or
time) of each link in the chaiiv!and started with the first link-once it
was identified. With animals, usually the first link is td,mak9 them

'hungry (it keeps them from getting side-tractd, among other
things) The second link vrouldthen be to make the first move.or
othelwise get into position, for the next link. To do this, Skinner
found it useful to reward (feed).the animals at each step,

In the case of humans we have the same problem that is solved in
hungry animals by food' namely, getting the prospective learner into
a learning situation No one is going to learn anything if he is othei-

.. wise busy and has his eyes and ears closed to the teacher, Skinner
IP solved this problem with child by providing them with naturally

attractive toys. He called them/t-1eaching machines," because chil-
dren did learn with them. But they were only devices to capture the
attention of Children, made attractive by things like buzzers, bells,
flashing lights, and candy or othE desired "rewards." With adults
one does not need. such devices, ince they can be told to wo4 at
the program wlh the prospect of some benefit If the adult wants the
alleged beneTtke motivation problem is solved,

'Actually the steps in the animal situation worked out backwards, so that the.
. animals "learn- the last step first and the first step last, but we will ftnore this ptocedural

'arrangement

10 i



, All wehaviosaid.so far is that you cannot Jea'r9 what is in a book
until you open it That is the first and minimal requirement If we can

.get an adult to opeha book or listeroto,a lesson, that person is iripOsi-
tion to begin learning Skinner believes that adultSnd children
learn because they are` rewarded the children by .candy and the
adults by knowledge or by getting the right answers and knowing
they are right. We speak of such rewardi' or motivation? as mtrinsic.
Whether the rewards have anythiog tb do with learning remains to .
be seen. As motivators for opening books or'going to class, rewards
mayfie very effective

We must recognize that getting adults to begin slid"then go
through a program is. a problem do they will learn. Such a

finding, however, does not tell 4anything about howelearning takes
place. We are always going through some kind ofprogram, hoWever
poorly 'planned. We-can say that programmed lessons can ie quite
efficient for' learning some kinds of assignments, but going through,
programs only results in learning, we find out no morilabout the
learning process by creating or analyzing programs than we can find
out about the chenkstry of bread by hatching a baker create a loaf.
He is also following a progPamand may have no idea what is going
on chemically

The Jeacher may. of course, take the position th.at all rk cares
about is increasing the efficiency of learning. If that is the case, we
can recommend that he try the programming approach. If the
teacher wants to know more about what must go on for le4rning to
take place apd, perhap5', to develop mairil efficiency, he niay wan
to look further and see what the psychology Of learning has to offer

Jerome Bruner, in his book, Toward a Theory of Instruction, also
. espouses the program/reward approach, He ,Jsks t'he teacher to be

prepared and tqmpetent, and to know wheie he wants the student
to emerge Consequently, the teacher musr have a structured plan
covering same content, arranged in a .proper stepwise procedu

Brunet wants the 'student to be motivsted, prepaid, ready t

learn Bri.iner is a little short, however, on suggestions for achievin
this state. Like Skinner, he relies on "reinforcement" or rewords to
bring about the desired ends the Brunir advice may puzzle the typi;

. cal teacher, who must deal with five large classes in a day with little or
no time even to observe, much less attend to, individual student
problems or weaknesses

\*I'U
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'the Skrrine'r programmed learNmg operation,might be imple-
mented in classrooms despite numerrouilogtstical problems, includ-
ing the lack'qf good programs for all subject areas and ages Teachers
are Obligated .Vy a variety of parental and administrative pressures to
pass students on/from year to year, pretty much without regard to
actual progress Given they required social changes, the ihdividual-
lied techniques advocated by Skinner and Fred Keller might prove
very efreetive for some purposes now 'served by the schools But so-
cial-rhanges in education only occur ;lowly, and we ought to make
some progress without waiting for the day when each childis wetly
working by himself in a cubicle provided with all the programs,
cornioters, typewriter* etc , called for by some technologies of.

' teaching What might 'help in the meantime is some understanding
by the teacher of-what conditions foster learning and how learning

.takes place
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. Learninirand Behavior Control

We must recogrpie that t teacher, as Sionner, so astutely ob-
served,is a behavior cooroller, or at least he is charged vv,ith so be-
ing:- "Order mute maintained There are basically .two ways to
control beh'at ior Skinner's reasonably sou ndiliew is to,reward peo-;
ple foi doing what you want them to do But there are some people
who want neither your rewards nor to be rewarded at all. Son' peo-
ple resent rewards. Dale Carnegie won fortune and fame by advising.
people to let others rewird"them >I-o be copular and succesfug"let

. peo le do you ajavcq," he said Nice, if you can arrange it The (mph- s.

cat' however, is that people do not like those who dothem
- lava and must like, admire, or warit the approbation of those for

whom they do fators There may be some mewl° this idea:althoUgh,,-:
. hard evince is lacking - "-', .

Skinner recogniAti that mpst teachers revery uosystematiC in a

giving rewards Because of 'their many' frustrations, they tend to
adopt other techniques. threo.t and verbalal:;AQ, depravation, and
various procedures that can be summed j$ as "aversyce control.';
Such negatives generally cause students to dislike feathers and resist
teacher efforts to guide them to some kind of academic success for
a variety of reasons, Skinner does not approyeof aversive Control He

. advocates, primarily, a positive reinforcement apprOach .t ...
We might start with the hotidn that the student/teacher relation-

ship is a fi4endly or neutral one and that any emotional stress is pro 'b -
ably of little help in a learrfingsituation We might want,the teacher

, to be well liked, but that doesnot happen with all teachers For some.
learning yo take place, the teacher.needs to generate positive reac- ,
eons._ Wh e can propdse is that there is no point to the teacher's
being deli erately cruel,brutal, and offensive because the stu-
dent may I arn.only that thelaeher is cruel, brutal, and offensitre

7 13 1)
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The Educational My
..A

rIn important featureofie at E, defensiv,e role
of the teacher, who feels he vlust maintain at all times the status dif:
ference between teacher and student. He must appear to know
mere than the student Otherwise; ,how account For their separate
roles,?, He anoWs' the student is ignorant. He ovill, if the studInt is
Otte and sutably VrOveling, slowly let the student in on his secret
knowledge,. The history (4, this type of role playing probablybegins;
earl4er than the Egyptian priests antirnedicipe mien who carefully, p

'guarded the methods of their art, just as do modern day magician-
'entertainers who will never' show you how their trick% are per-
formed Even if you fuess, they will not admit you are correct

Education is,conducted on this basis The teacher decides what'
the student 15 to learn After all, he has the syllabus, the student does
not 11-he teacher decides the examination questions, the studeRt
must try to guess What the q0estionswill be Some enlightened
teachers plovide a list of examipatton questions in advanie'll
the 'At 45 to include 100 multiple - choice items, the teacher might
supply 200 or 500 items prior to the examination and indicate that any
of them might appear on the test. Other teachers are horrified,
various degrees, at the very.ierea, What? Liche students know what
is expected of them? Theywill obviously only learti the material that
is presented and no more. Skinner had an easy .retort
ment If you want students to learn more, give them 1,000quesVons,
o,r 5,000 Why.sho'uld a student not know what he is expected to have
leaned?

,Surpriingly enough) the motor vehicle..bureaus of most states

14.1
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whose duty it is'to test potential.drivers provide a babieleiwith ques-
tions that might be asked by an examiner. The booklet also gives the
answers. Obviously, the bureaus know what they want drivers to
knowthe rules and regulations pertaining to driving Even the Boy
Scouts of America specify what the scout must knew or be able to
do to earn the various ranks and merit badges Theorganization- is
following sound educational practices But teachers hesitate, the ex-
amination should be a learning experience, they say Why? Why not
let the students learn before the examination? Why confuse the is-
sues-?elating to testing? a ....

. Another common belief among teachers is that the examination
,shoiild allow the student to integrate his knowledge Why should a

student have to integrate during an examination? Why not provide
the integration, or make sure it, before the test? Besides, how dg
you score integra(ion? Is inte ion the function ofsorne intellec-
tual skill? If so, perhaps the student is not beingtested for what he has
learned but for something else that po teacher can providf (or test
for adequately) in the first place

The teacher should he prepared to tell his students preciely what.
is expected of them, with no ifs or buts In arithmetic, for example,
the student must know how to compute percentages or square roots
or least common depommators IN-ie does not, he cannot be cred-
ited with a knowlecige.of arithmetic. There should be only'one
grade 100% or "pass," where "pass" means that the student knows
all that was expected of hire Such a position frightens or discourages
teachers, because it means work 'for thern But there should be no
real problem if the work' is litokep down into systematic.and pro-
gressive units, as in the Keller stepwise arrangement. Before the stu-
dent rpoves on to some new unit, he must demo 'hstrate rnaste)-y of
prior units underlying the new. To "pass" a student to a more diff-
colt level of operations before he has mastered the simpler levels is
sheer folly He can only deteriorate progressively leachers often
pass.on the poor students they inherit and simply warn the next'
teacher about the poor prospects .-

15



Estimation, Checking, and Modeling

Abasic in education that is cOrrnmonly ignored is the criterion of
perforniance the standard or acceptable answer Granted the range
of individual differences, some allowanCe may have to be made for
students who are incapable of producing satisfactory performances
or results, but a common fault in education is that students do not
know a good result from a bad on% The minimal acceptable result
must be displayed, demonsqated, or Otherwise, made clear

The proposition holds for aH fields, but we can illustrate from sim-
ple arithmetic In that field, we can describe a correct answer to any
problem in numerical terms Suppose the answer to sore question
is $500 The students must know that the answer is in the neighbbr-
hood of $500 and not $50 or $5,000 or $50,000. Any operations that re-
sulton some number caher than $500 are obviously incorrect Some
teachers will give "partial credit" for "method," but how can the
method be correct if the answer is wrong? Credit for method is ob-
viously a sop, a way of compenating a studentIor trying, but educa-
tion is not designed to produce people who try, it is designed to pro-
duce people who learn-

What is lacking.when students procfce inferior results or t'hr'ong
answers is arrappreciation of what a good result. looks like To over-
come this weakness, the student must learn to know when he is right
In arithmetic this is easy enough if a technique of checking each
answer is learned along with the procedure Checks should be re-

quired for every arithmetical operation If a student determines a
square root, he should nowrsquare the number and come out with
the original number or an acceptable approximation The degree to
which an approximation is acceptable must itsel(be explicitly stated

16



a partial step towaVd more effectiveleaching, students should
be equired to estimate answers before engaging in any other
m hematical procedures Guessing games about the area of a room
m ight be intreduced with preliminary guesses about length and
w dth SoMe studenis'are so concerned with numbers that they fail to
t e into account what the numbers are sipposed to represent
here should be routine practice Prt estimation of such things as the
(4.ngth of a pencil, the number of pages in a book, the number of
;Stills on a page, the temperature, the outcome of a football game,

a teacher's s3lary, the cost of automobiles, heights and weights,etc ,
aintrthe units begin to mean something In geography, questions
about data_ concerning countries, states, cities, populations, etc ,

tok h ou Id be raised to encourage guessing, with subsequent checks
With a backgroUnd of sizes, prices, times, etc , a student can be asked
to look at a Rroblpm and guess the jliswej- Guided by a preliminary
;appraisal, he may be lc position to question an answer obtained by a
fOirmal procedure and know, if he is "in the ballpark" which itself
could serve as a fine subject of estimates

... a- 1

a
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The Importance of Models

The pro'cedure of estimating is only a suggested techniqUe for the
more important issue of correct models Unless the student knows
what someone else Wants (and what he himself should want), he may
stop with some answer or performance that is "prejty good" or _

"rairly dose" or good enough to "get by The student must be
ShOwn not only "pretty good" work but the results of master crafts-
manship if he is to acquire approprtatstandards A cabinet made by
an.expert woodworker might be displayed as a model, with the fit-
Otig of the sides, tile finish, etc., pointed out to serve as the standard.
Drawings by Michelangelo might *xhibited as appropriate stan-
dards for art students instead of,other students' work, although stu-
dents should learn to evaluate a broad range of work. T studttnt
should be able to tell good work fpm poor and he should not be

, given an assignment until he can On the college level, for example,
a student in English writing might be-required to write stories or es- .

says In the style of acknowledged masters,. While he mightiever
write Well, he might at letst discover whaf style is

This emphasis is based on the assumption that all work is guided
by models, models in the form of imagof the completed
product or accomplished end We used to speak of goals, buyhe
psychology of "goals" has never been worked oLit,to general satis-
faction Teachers have a way of describirtg goals irgeneralizations
such as grades or success or satisfaction or "a well-rounded educa-
tion "What is referred to here as a model is more specific imagery of
the outcome of a specific task or sequence A model of neatly tied
shoe's with equal length loops or.a 'necktie tied so that the ends are
even might'illustrate the point An artist's model might be a suitable

18
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analogue The artist tries to produce something on canvas or in day /
that resembles, at least ij24nany ways, some person, scene, or objet/
When the artist has'no physical model, he can still try to "copy,
imagery of the subject. It is argued here that all learned behavior is
similarly Involved wail a series of imaged models Even listntng to
another prson speaking involves ouranticipiation of his ext words
as we listen Generally we can be correct In'our anticip vans, just as
the reader commonly anticipates the next word phrase as he
reads.

The use of the model principle myeducatiors/an be extended in a
variety of ways Students can be encourage o make models of al-
most ariything The chemist makes model of water molecules with
little balls and sticks A sling-shot is a m del of a catapult and illus-
trates a variety of principles of both p sits and mathematics A map,
of course, is a modelof tbeighbo ood, a state, orthe earthitself
Students who make a globe to represent the cart+) Can'seAtspinning
on its own axis and afouhd a model sun A model of the battle of Get-
tysburg or Waterloo will deMand the necessary learns qg as well as
facilitate it A three-dimensional model of the brain and spinal cord
will teach more than books can illustrate or teachers can comfortably
ay When events of dal or imaginary history have to be le)rned,

is no 4etter way4fearn them than to relive them first in fantasj,
or imagefy: then in dramatic for% with characters, costumes, sets,
action, //and again in imagination Students trying to learn a play
sr;ou produce itcast it, direct it, and criticize the interpretations
of e actors

Such learning via models takes time, but unless the lessons are
ivial and not worth the time, it appears to be the only wayto

4ichieve lasting or effective learning Of course,Ildthe interest of sav-
ing time, one can skimp, sybstitute, and syrr7bolize One need ndt
build 100 tepees to create an Irtclian village A triangle drawn on
paper can symbolize the entire village if only location is importarrt
Available materials should be usectiir the construction feature is not
relevant A jig -saw puzzle map of the United States or Africa would
be more helpful ro many students of geOgrapky than simply looking
at the map Tn a text A game of '"howfast can you assemble'irr" can
be ptayed for fivt trials with time recorded per trial The resulting
graph itself can be instructive The student willlearn that it takes time
to learn

19 1
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Learning Psychology and Education
. D - s

Before we can even begin to talk about learning we mast Consider
the learner Is he in kindergarten, in primary or middle grades, junior
thigh, senior higrrc oil+, a postgraduate insfitution,or not in schOol
at all? Age and boockground are major varto -s . nd teachers must
recognize them A first-grade teacher wit I_ r of experience is
prObably going to have trouble if suddenly ass gned to teach second-
graders, ShLdoes not know second grader hat They can do, how
they behave how much they can absorb TrIese are questions that 20'
Jeers tif experience with thy first grade does npt answer

Our problem is like the search.for the cure for cancer There are ,

hundreds of kinds of cancer, and the cure for one may be useless for
another kind There may never be a general prescfiption for ranter,
and, sitinilarly, there may never he a general prescription for learning
that will fit all specimens of the human race Not only do age groups
differ in their abilities to learn,_but individuals have different learn-.
mg capacities, at tliffelent tignes in their lives

In this gVneral account we are forced to ignore die ist,te of in-
dividual differences while keeping in mind that only indivrduals can
learn A. '4'class- dogs, not learnit Chas no n'6(ous seystem The
teacher must jecogntze thdt he is" teaching individuals and riot
classes 'Astsoon as 't he teaclier adriplthe class viewpoint, individuals
who do not learn are regarded as obstacles of some kind and they are
assessed as outlaws, incompetents, C,learrulig disability" cases,
"hyperactive Or, they are phined with any other label that allows
the teacher'to rationalize thcir failure to learn Tacitly or otherwise,
teacher', accept credit for Neff "bright." students These tHey have

' taught The poor performers have only ,themselves to blame After Ao",
fhe.teacher taught the whole class'
Recognizing that teachers are going fo coritinue teiching classes

end not embark on,private tutoring operations, we can now face the
sues raised by and for the psychology of 1Qarni4

t
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The Criterion Problem

n earlierdats, whepsychologists ran rats in mazes'or asked stu-
dents to memorize nonsense,syllables, they established routines that
ditfk.w idelv qom what teachers dr? rn classroots They expected
every rater college student to learn to the same criterion-100% the
definition.of 100", could vary, but, in the case of the rat, the psychol2
ogist kept putting the rat back in the maze -until tie animal went
through the mare without- an error grmtlarly, the college stuAnt 're-
peated all the syllables correctly once Such criteria 'amounte44,0
some specific level of achievement, met by everyone, No grades
were assigned, even though some rats or students needec?f ewer tri-
als than others Note that the teacher, in such cases, knew what he
wanted and worked until he got It Some such standardshotild be.re-
purred by all teachers Any system of instruction that grades what the
students can accomplish without imPsing a minimal standard is`
open to the crit4ysm that no leacirimtvas'done

21 0
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The Time Factor

If some.standard of 'achievement% established as a first step, it is
obvious that different students require different amounts of time,
trials, instruction, or work in order to meet the standard We can
consider all of these differences as a functipn of learning' time It is _

now 'reasonably well established that daerent people need more or
less time to learn one kind of assignment or an,bther To impose She
same learning time (50-minateVlasses) on all students is to punish all
those whir need more'or less time

. . ...
Then tonal culture teaches is to expect instant satisfaction

i:With TV nners and instant coffee, permanent press, and prebuilt
almost everlything,, we have come to demand rfiiracles'in all fiel
education among them The n.ational mania for sports has made 0 s
of our skillful athletes and generafed in children below as well as be-
yond Ittlitge of 40 the desire to be good attennis,skiing, or ballet
dancingtilmostinstantly The interest in tennis has developed a mar-'
ket initehnis kkets of various sizes and shapes in a range of prices
that is almost staggering Some 4Q-year-olds buy one racket afte
another in orcler,to improve their game, refusing to recognize that
top,quality players are at the top becausethey started at the age of 4
or 5 with professional instructors end played for hours daily over a
period of many years A top Olympic champion swimmer .I9egan to
swim at age 2 and spent almost, as much time in the water as a fish

Donald Norman, a professor, at the University of California at
`San Diego, h revie ed the general question of how long it takes to
learn somethin e 'spmething" is a,skill or achievement like
speaking your p n or a foreign language, typing, performing sur-
gerypossibly even something as apparently simple and routine as
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cigar rolling Norman's rough estimate is 40 hours a week over a pe-
fiod of five years After that much time ybu can be considered rea-
sonably good at a complex skill like playing the piano. One should
Rrobbbly not regard anyone as a pianist who has not played about
Sour hours a day for 10 years. The good ones have played more.

Educational problems arise out of paradoxes in a free, democratic
sociejy No one in a democracy is "destined" to become any particu-
lar kfnd of professional, yet the parents of school children want them
to be super-jacks-of-all-trades. Whireleitne children can be sq.me-
what better than others at most things, none of them can be really ef-
fective at everything. One can excel', normally, onlyby putting in the
necessary training time In furthering excellence, teachers are harri-
pered by institutional arrangements that require equal time for all
children at all activities, and the time allotted is never sufficient to
prodUce other than mediocre levels of achievement

Several recent innovations indicate that the factor of timees being
recognized as a major variable in learning These innovations have
been directed at individualizing learning activities Some primary
schools have adopted open classtooms where children work at tasks
for as long as they choose; it is expected that, somehow, they will
turn to other tasks when they have learned enough or gotten bored .

enough with their original choices' The open classroom is a cafe-
teria-like arrangement based on-the assumption that children will
select an appropriate educational. diet There ,is no substantial evi-
dence to support the assumption The Skinner-Keller self-paced
programmed learning approach is another effort at individualizing
learning Students are free to work as long as they choose, at their

to own rates, t9 Master units of work, one after another. The admims-
4C,
ott trative problems in.keeping track of the progress of the learners

when each is'doing his "own thing" are formidable and call for more
staff than school boards are likely to make available The effort to
individualize learning; though laudable, also conflicts with parental
desires that the children be prepared for anything and everything

-FM bur age ivone of specializatio1n, there is not enough time to learn
everything, and decisions must be ,made about how the available

in time is to' be spent After all, what mailers is not the time itself but
what the le'arner does when he is in a 'earning situation. We must
now look at the kinds of activities that result in effective or ineffec-
tive learning
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Recognition of the,Role of the Learner

Increasingly since the decade of the filrerNichologists probing
learning and memory have come to observe what the learner is do-
mg' The earlier traditOm had generally-endorsed the folklore that
practice. i e , repetition, was th e h sic learning principle The
teacher arranged conditions forcing camels to 'repeat, commonly
by reciting in unison The srtuation s reproduced in the labora,
tory If a subject stared long ev at a memory drum presenting
him with differen,4 nonense'syllab es 'every two seconds or so, he
would learn In pact, many experimenters would caution the subjects
not to "experiment" pith different methods of learning"just sit
there and say them over to youiself as they appear " was the standard
instruction Th learning would follow automatically The procedure
descended dir tly from Hermann Ebbinghaus, who in the late nine-
teenth centur described his metrod of readirig through a .list over
and over unti he could recite it correctly In a way, the standard lab- i
oratory procedure could he approved it insured-reasonably similar
results from different laboratories But in one laboratory after an-
other it came to be recognized that not all the learners obeyed the
standard instructions They did "experiment" on their own, trying
one method atter another and finding one more useful than an-
other It began to appear that what the learner did was important
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The Recognition of Learning 'Strategies'

By the 1960s, what the learner did became the oBject of Much of
the research 'lin learning laboratories, and new.procedures began to

,,be developed in .1953, for example, Weston Ashmore Bousfield
read a list of words to his Subjects once and asked them to recall as
much as they-could in any order at all. In this one experiment/he
brokethe.traditional shckles that called for serial recall He refrred
to his testing procedure as that of Free Recall. Once the subjects had
responded as well as they could, . Bousfield repeated the same
words in a new order arrd tested again After several such trials, Bous-
field discovered-that, despite the fact that the lists were randomized
between trials, the subjects,tended to report in a somewhat system-
atic fashion Ceream-words would be reported in.the same sequence
from test to test, ever' though they appeared at different points in
the reading Such grouping was referred to as the "clustering" phe-'
nomenon (Subjects manufactured their own order, each differing
from the,others I / .....

. The procedure introduced by Bousheld resulted in a line%tof re-
search that led to whatindelTulvinr 'at the University of Toronto was
to call "subjective orgapization." According to Tulving, the subjects
were not passive recipients of knowledge. They were actively opera-
ting on, the learning assignment, following varfous predispositions of
their own based, presumably, on their own learning histories Some
subjectwould merely recite to themselves as' apidly as possible, try-
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ing to rehrse as many pords as they could before the next words
arrived 0 ers Would first report the last few,,words they heard or
saw whit ey were still fresh (an outcome that is attributed to "re-
cency"). el any case, -it became clear that the subjects were doing 4*
something other than simply sitting and looking or listening, they'
were trying to cope, each'in his own way, with the material.

Incidental Learning
'd. In the meantime, another type of learning research ha d been in-
troduced, Tost prominently by Leo Postman at the University of
California, Berk,elef. Postmarc and his students arranged a situation
where subjects would have to deal with material ir; some way (tailed

.. "the orienting task") I2ut without any instructions to learn Other
subje in the experiment would be specifically instructed to learn

o,,the mat rial When the official learners were finished, the other sub -,

Jetts were also tested, even though they protested that they had not
been asked to learn and did not try. Postman and his Students, as well
as hundreds of other researchers; discovered that instructions to

i learn, or intent jo learn, were not a necessary condition for learning.
The so-called "incidental" larners almost always learned some-
thing. They might learn very little in some cases, but in other i'nstan-
ces could learn as Much or more than those instructed to leam. It all
depended on whit they were asked to do. If they voerettsld to count
the letters in the words in some list, they would of course know how
fnany letters there were but would not recall many words, if they
were asked to tOsik of synonyms for the words, they could recall
many more.

In one of my own experiments, one group was asked tp learn a list
of 20 words in order, hearing them only once; another was asked to
rats each word in the list for its imagery potential relative to the pre-

? vious word, i e , did the second word generate an image that could
easily be associated with an image aroused 4 the first word? Note
that the subjects were not told lo learrr anythingjust rate the im-
agery value of successive pairs of words. A third group was asked to
learn all 20 words by forming images of successive words in se-
quence All subjects had the same working time .(six seconds per
word) At the end of the 120th second all subjects were asked to write
down as many words as they could recall, either in sequence or out

f sequence. The results appear below
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In sequence -

Total recall

Words recalled.

ormal ,.

A17learning

instructions

-
.

Imagery
raters

, .

Image
learners

A
463 -9 52

sI
1t49

10 16 14.00 15.53

It is clear that those subjectgs who merely rated the pairs of succes-
sive words for imagery with no expectation of recall were far super-
ior to thoSe who tried to learn following their own inclinations.
Those whb used imagery intentiomply were best of all

Dozeris of laboratory studies have prQduced similar findings. The
instpction to use imagery is a most effective procedure for enhanc-
ing the learning of verbal materials Why'should this (cie so? It has
long beeriknown that"meaningful" material is learned more readily
than "nonsense", material. Vaitious ntncedures have been de-
r/eloped for assessing the meaningfulness of wore, e.g., familiarity,
frequency of usage, conlreteness, and the number of associations
prompted-by specific words When such ratings are high, the learn-
In easier than *hen the ratings are poor. If words are rated for
intgery value, thy. learning shows the strongest relationship to the
rat ngs. Apparently imagery has a potent relationship with meaning=
fulness. Alan Paivio,.a professor at the University ofWestern Ontario,
has made a.strorig case for identifying, if not equating,Imagery with
ritetining,Why meaningful material should be learned easily may still
'remain .as a Cuestion, but the answer may well be that when material
Is meaningful we A really making use of our past experience,rour
older !earnings, and theknew learning calls for less effort than when
we have to become familiar with the new materials as such before we
can .make associations among them

Processing
In the last decade, psychologists have begun to be attentive to the

actions, behavior, or operations in which learners indulge when they
are allegedly engaged in learning something The word "allegedly"
is used because while many try to learn, not all succeed uniformly.

r.
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We have already alluded to individual differences where the factors
--operating might be hereditary or functions of age or stage of devet-

i .opment. Now we are concerned with precisely what the learner is

1

doing
Every teacher has encountered the situation where the student

with a low grade on a test says, "But I read the assignment three
timese The unwise teacher says, "Go read it ayin Such advice is
probably of little merit, as the likelihood of future profit from a pro-
cedure that has failed in the past is indeed dubious Those who per-
forrted,better on the test may not have read the assignment as oft'en,
so better advice might be, "Go do what the better students did 'in-
steadA reading three 4

Th is quite clear biffererit people approach a learning task
not only with different backgrounds of content 50d prior kribwl-
edge, they usollklifferent task techniqpeS Sqinie students, starting
with the first paragraph of an asishment,s4underline what they re-
gard-as important. sentences The chapter soon becomes a blaze of
color, if the student favors a colored marking...selice The imPraGti-
cality,.of such a practice should be.self-evident How can the impor-
tant material be recognized before the entire content is apprel '

ciated? Other students may outline the chapter in notes Again, this
may appear sensible, but the outline cannot be appreciated prior teil,StIst
an acquaintance with the content

An alternative that appears more suitable is to skim the chapter
first, attending particularly to the conclusions arid to the author's-

' .own indication of what is important even better way might be for
the teacher to provide the outline and let the student look for the re-
lated supporting material or answers to questions in the outline The
usual workbook accompanying texts is in fact a good Jearning de-

' vice, when the student uses it appropriately Wortbooks provide
blank spaces to be filled'with rNevant material frolthe text. The'stu-
dent has to write or crea ;e part of a chapter or paragraph. To do this

. he must find the desired material by inquiry or search Such an active
operation has been generally supported ,since research in ihpsy-
ci-lology of ,learning began Early in the,century Arthur I Gates
demonstrated that, with such a task as learmpg a list of words, read!
ing the list over and over was a relatively pithr procedure. Experi-
ments showed that actee rehearsal, i.e., trying to recall the list in-
steadsof merely. reading it, was much more effective. 10 fact, a read-
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ing time of 10% and a rehearsal Or reconstruction time of 90% proved
to be the optimum ratio

What works for a list of words may not be ideal for other tasks, but
it seems obvious that students should be advised to think, rehearse,
and anticipate rather than simply read Better yet, advise a student to
put himself in the position of the author of the text faced with the
prospect of writing the assigned klaterial or efiapter The student
could attempt a possible outline for the chapter What topics or
points would have to be covered? What does the student know now?
What kinds of information would he or other students want to know
The student's outlirTe and that of the author might not agree to any
great degree, but the comparison might be challenging and fruitful
The student would be engaged in asking questions about the pro-
spective reading, and such a process has been shown to be a very ef-
fective procedure for gaining information from texts (,See Eleanor
Gibson and Harry Levin, The Psychology of Reading )

In rec$nt years the practiceof askin&older students to help teach
younger or less well-prepared students has been growing apace.
Presumably this operation has its roots in the discovery ball teach-
ers that they never really "knew the stuff" before they tried to teach
it Once the responsibility for teaching has been accepted, the
teacher begins seriously to learn. There is no mystery here. The in-
tent to'teach is no more important than the intent to learn What is
important is that the teacher-to-be begins to'put in the necessary ,

time.to organize, to program, to check the facts, to tiet he loose ends.
The new teacher learns more than the new student because he works
harder and longer at the fob: The trick of teaching is to make all stu-
dents teachers.

The practical aspects of making all students teach may well be
prohibitive or awkward and difficult. This procedure is readily used,
however, in written assignments The student can be made responsi-
ble for some,reasonable part of'a study exercise that can be dittoed
or otherwise'copied for an entire class The class can thus prepare a
textbook with mutual questioning, criticism, and stipervisionpy the
teacher.

, .

The major point to be recognized is That it the inquiring and
constructive 4itude that is the base_frzr learning,. without it there
will be no t(iir Processing of the material Students must first be
taught to look 'for answers an books, not read The books in a passive
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manner, hoping that something will stick. If a book has an index, the
reader should study that first and look up topics. If the book has a
table of contents, that oo should be studied with an inquiring atti-
tude A student sho

hat
ask himself, "What will besaid in this chapter

or section?"

Processing for Meaning
MI that has been stated above amounts to asserting that unless

the material under study is worked, over in a creative, constructive
way, very little will be learned or retained The principle under con-
sideration is that of learning as contrasted with teaching. There is no
such operation as teaching in and of itself. No one can teach anyone
anything; he can only arrange conditions whereby a learner might
learn. Among such conditions are showing and telling,but whether
or noulearnmg goes on depends more on the learner than the
teacher

The very term teacher is probibly a meaningless label A better
name is educator The educator 'draws out" the learner or leads hint
out of ignorance, but it is the learner who must take the steps for
himself 1-le must go through a process of creation of knowledge
What teachers can do is to save the lea rneEtime by preventing errors
or movement along blind alleys In learning algebra or geometry, for
example, a student must, in effect, discover the principles for him-
self if he is ever to master the subject Being told what. to do cannot
work exceptif.or a short time and /or a specific problem If a formula

forgotten, the student who merely memorized it is lost If, instead,
.

he derived the formula, he can do it again Qf course, if he learned
that he can "look it up," then he has learned tg that Jewel; but if the
issue is the nature of learning, then we musteecogpize the necessity
of construction

The construction involved in learning includes the recognition
of a problem and the attempt to solve it in imagination. Suppose a
teacher is trying to impress students with the simple beauty, sincer-
ity, and import of Lincoln:s Gettysburg Address The students could
be asked to imagine themselves as Presidents cxf the United States
with a duty to deliver a speech at the dedication of a cemetery for
fallen soldiers They Can then be tiold to write the speech they would
deliver A later comparison of their own efforts with the Lincoln mas-
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, terpiece should ,prove.revealing and educational. Delivering the
speech without notes might also be valuable .

Meaning and Memory
All that has been said earlier points to the conclusion that if we

are to learn cnd if we are to remember, the material involved must be
made meaningful It has been stated that the learner must imagine
situations, problems, and procedures for solution if material is to be
meaningful to him Such imagery is at the heart of she Matter, wheth-
er the subject' be ,historical,` literary, scientific, or mathematical.
Students must be trained to image situations. if the imagery can be
checked with chlysical models, so Much the better; but the images

. are the only tools we have to work with, granted that some symbols
might be otherwise employed as part of our problem-solving efforts.

4.
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Remembgring

0 nce something has been learned to some criterion level, there is

1,,,,Nno guarantee that it will be remert.bere later "Cater'i lasts from a
fJw seconds till the end of the learner's fe, of course Most things
onelearns are learned to a modest level and will be quickly frgot- .
.ten 'it is generally agreed that we forget for only one reason n5rnely,
interference with other learnings The interference can come from
what we have learned befofe (proactive inhibition) or what we leaf
Later (retroactive inhibititn4-43ecause we are continually learning
new material, we are also going to forget a great deal

It is of vital importance for students and teachers to recognize the
inevitability of forgetting Students should learn early that 1),there is

no such thing as a poor memory (a convenient excuse for parents
and other authorities), and 2) things are either learned well or
poorly Because everyone necessarily forgets, it becomes important,
to come to terms with this reality

I
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Ways of Coping withlorgetting

If we consider something important enough to want to remember,
there is only one option Learn it v*II and keep rehearsing it as often
as necessary This means systematic review of all Important informa-
tion As the reviews are repeated, they will take less and less time, a
finding of Hermanre,Ebbinghaus in 1885 Ebbinghaus called th&the
Savings' Score and used it to measure"the amount of retention/
forgetting compared to original learmng.effort The learner should
know that he'can always relearrf something in less time than it took
originally; but because he is likely tjkforget, he should not let too
much rime pass (with its attendant w learnings),before he reviews
A cram session beforeexaminatio is really a releArding experience
There is nothing wrong with cra sessions. except 4or the usual delay
until just before some test If a s es of cram sessions is spread out
over a semester, we call it "reviewing" and find it efficient in that it
saves relearning time A lot of anxiety is eliminated by frequent re-
views, because the learner gains confidence in his ability to relearn
and also discovers that it does not take too long with each succeed-
ing review

Another useful device for remembering specific information,rslo
go to the trouble of "tagging" it,I e , to recognize that there may be a
problem of retention and to ask oneselfvFlow will I remember this?
The problem is similar to that of`locating your ca( in a crowded park

img lot, If you realize that you may heave a problem in finding your car,
you can Look for landmarks', even write them down, and then feel
quite secure as you leave If you merely leave the car without bother
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ing to notice appropriate cues, you may have trouble later. Similarly
for any other learning content. How will you remember this formula,
these laws, these numbers, or whatever? Knowing that you will for
get, you can take the necessary extra time to leain an appropriate cue
or tag

Such tagging is common practice with professional mnemonists,
who d'et?erately tie the new information to some specific pre-
learrrapegs or features of a situation that will inevitably arouse the
necessary recall One need not be aprofessional mnemonist, how-
ever, to make a deliberate effort to eelt out appropriate cues. To
remember that Henry Clay was the reat Compromiser, one might
simply take the first letter of Clay an ompromise as the recall tags.
It might Aelp to remember Harrisburg as the capital of Pennsylvania
if on`e took the trouble to find out who Harris was. It all sounds like
work, but that is the whole point. Without some work, there Will be
no retention If you go to the trouble of finding out why the capital
of Washington was named Olympia you are unlikely to forget it -40
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Differentiation

niplied in the above treatment of tagging is the notion of differen-
tiation Barring identical twins and machine-madearticles, there are
no twpithings alike. Much of our trouble in learning and remember-
ing is that we do not pay enough attention to the differences that ex-
ist among people, events, cheiNcal formulas, etc. It is by now a
truism of learning psytifology that the basic step in learning for fu-
ture recall !solo-notice the specific aspects of the materials one is
asked toiearri7remember and to scrutinize them for any potential
trouble- making similarities to othersalready, known items.

If we pay only lip service to items, we will not remember a great
deal Most people, for example; do nbt recognize a particular rose
when 'they see it they may evepass it off as "a flower." But there,
are thousands of roses, each with its own characteristics, ancestry,
and name To tell one from another one must notice at least whether
it is a cultivated or wild rose, a tea rose or a4foribunda, a climber or a
pillar He must check leaf color, bud shape, petal count, leaf and bark

. texture, etc The more work done on the,problem, the more com-
pletely one rose's isolated or dilleFentsated from the others.

The italicized terrns.above are crucial in describingwFpt must oc-
cur for learning to take place. The larraer must discriminate each
item to be learned from all potential competitors This feature of
learning is least respected by inexperienced or inefficient learners,
they learn one thing at a time and add to their knowledge by succes-
sive increments without clearly establishing the important differen-
tiating factors as they go The result will be a Jumble that prevents or
interferes with later learning and recall.



The issue is readily illustrated by the difficulties we have in learn-
ing people's names. Forturiately we are not all named Smith The
Smiths themselves make every t_onceivable effort to differentiate by
the way they spell the name The P G Wodehouse hero, Psmith, is

perhaps an extreme example, but one probably could not forget him
4 once he spelled his name for you and told you the P was silent, as he

usually took pains to do

1
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Summary

The psYchology of learning applied to education does not provide
any panaceas to solve the problem's of teachers What appears to be
the message is that learning is work and takes time, a lot moretme
than most of us are willing to devote to the matter. It is impossible to

, tearluknyone, but it is not impossible for anyone to learn if he puts
in enough time effeCtivety. Children who spend their time watching
television do not learn to read. Even if they do not watch television,
they will not learn to read if they have no books or reading matter
anti do not work with such materials. Children who have pocket-size
calculators around will not learn arithmetiC either; they may learn to
operate the calculators if they work with them,however. In any case,
there is no prospect of any serious learning if a learner does not have

.c>
a conception (model) of what he is supposed to know or do and if he
does not care to bring this conception to fruition. The teacher's Job
is to supply material, propose the appropriate models, save the stu-
dent the trouble of avoiding the common mistakes that mankind has
floundered through over the centuries, and point out the common
errors, all the while emphasizing the discriminative features of po-
tential confusers .

In 1976:the president of the American Psychological Association,
Wilbert J. McKeachie, reviewed the problem of applying learning
psychology to education. His basic plea was to spend less on bomb-
ers and more on multiplying the number of teachers. The number of
teachers is a crucial point; with more teachers all of the suggestions
included in this fastback might be mote effectively implemented. In
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his review, McKeachie made some other proposals that might be of
benefit. He advocated small classes and small schools and, as advo-

. cated here, the teaching of learning strategies.
Two of McKeachie's suggesAons-are apt statements with which to

conclude this effort.

1 I would emphasize the importance for student learning
of talking:writing, doing, interacting, and teaching others.

2. 4 would call attention to the importnce of teachers as
models for students.

/ 4
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